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Abstract

Measuring tool wear in milling machines is an im-
portant task to evaluate the lifetime of the cutting
parts (inserts) and deciding whether we should re-
place them. In our research, we propose to use
computer vision algorithms to perform this task.
Part of the research is to evaluate the accuracy of
different segmentation algorithms that segment the
area of wear. We have used two methods: k-Means
and Mean Shift. To evaluate the segmentation re-
sults the Dice coefficient was used, obtaining with
Mean Shift a QS = 0.5923 for all the edges and a
QS = 0.6831 just for edges with high wear.
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1 Introduction

In every manufacturing process in which milling
machines are involved, the inners of the tool be-
come wear down after some cutting operations.
This wear down depends on many circumstances
such as number of cuts made, material of the parts
to cut, cleanliness of the machine and so on. How-
ever in the present, the inners are changed peri-
odically just in relation with the amount of time
they have been used. Apart from the cost of the
inserts, the cost associated with non-productive
periods during tool replacements is also an impor-
tant fact to consider [5]. Also the damage caused
in terms of quality, and therefore money, when
using a wear down inner become a matter for the
companies of this field. Diverse works [12] [10]
[6] have studied this issue in order to improve the
efficiency and global cost of the inners use. Nowa-
days, automatic computer vision algorithms could
evaluate tool wear of inners and reduce inspection
and replacement times.

This research arises from the need to create soft-
ware capable of measuring the wear of the tools
used in grinding (dry) of large steel plates that
are part of wind turbine towers. These steel plates
may have a thickness of up to 12 cms and are cut
with a plasma torch. The temperature for this

operation is so high that microcracks frequently
occur, which makes interesting to provide an au-
tomatic inspection system for wear inspection.

The aims of this project can be organised in three
steps:

1. Detect the inserts of head tool, crop them and
segment their background.

2. Detect the cutting flank and segment the in-
ner wear area.

3. Classify the wear of the cutting inserts into
two (low and high wear) or more levels of
wear. Evaluate the performance of the classi-
fication by comparing it with the labels of an
expert.

The tool wear problem has been addressed in dif-
ferent ways, using different technologies, not only
computer vision. Mainly, tool wear monitoring
systems can be classified into two groups, whether
if they measure tool wear directly from the cut-
ting edge state of the tool (direct) or if the mea-
sured parameters or signals (voltage, current, vi-
brations,...) of the cutting process allowing to
draw conclusions upon the degree of tool wear (in-
direct).

Systems based on computer vision, which is a di-
rect method, can be used only when the tool is
stopped. Whereas on the other hand, indirect sys-
tems can measure while they are cutting [8].

The main drawback of indirect methods is the
poor precision and reliability of the measurements,
mainly due to the presence of noisy signals in the
process, which affect the quality of the acquired
signals [2]. But by combining several signals, it
is still possible to get good results. For exam-
ple, a non-vision solution [7] based on fuzzy fusion
of a multi-sensor data acquisition that measure
the cutting force, motor power of machine tool
and Acoustic Emission (AE) signal used Wavelet
Fuzzy Neural Network (FNN), Regression Neural
Network (NN) and Sample Classification Fuzzy
Neural Network (FNN) achieving up to 92% of
hit rate with the dataset presented.
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Other methods [9] are based on creating a 3D laser
image of the milling cutters. From this image,
an automatic recognition and measurement of tool
wear can be performed. Laser meter technology is
highly expensive, especially when measuring dis-
tances with a 50 µm resolution.

In the context of computer vision, some authors
use contour information. In 2011, Xiongxi [14]
segmented the wear zone from geometric active
contours. In the same line, Alegre et al. in 2008
created a signature of the wear area for classifica-
tion and recognition purposes [2].

Measuring inserts wear through computer vision
while the tool is working becomes a really diffi-
cult task. Nevertheless, it is possible to analyse
wear debris dragged by the cycling lubricant [13].
Oil debris sensor is a popular measurement device
used to collect oil condition data [8]. This sen-
sor generates an output signature when a metallic
particle is crossing through the oil return lines.
However, the signal measured through the oil de-
bris sensor is severely tainted by various noises,
e.g., the background noise as well as the inter-
ferences caused by the vibrations of the structure
where the sensor is mounted. Several statistical
indicators can be used to measure debris parti-
cles, for example EDLWD (Equivalent Diameter
of Large Wear Debris) or IPCA (Index of Parti-
cle Coverage Area). For this technique Wang et
al. [11] used watershed segmentation and colony
clustering algorithm.

In this work, we will focus on the first stage of
the presented project, which is the segmentation
of the flank inserts. The segmentation of edges
is performed using two well-known methods: K-
means and Mean Shift. Finally, a comparison of
our segmentation with a ground truth made by
an expert is carried out through Dice Coefficient
measure [1].

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In
section 2, we show the data set used. Section 3
presents the segmentation algorithms while in sec-
tion 4 the experiments and results are detailed and
discussed. Lastly, we draw some conclusions of the
work in section 5.

2 Data set.

Due to the lack of public inners data sets, we have
created our own set of images. Images have been
taken with a monochrome camera, model Genie
M1280 1/3′′ that rides an 25mm optic AZURE.
Focus and aperture are manual. In order to im-
prove the contrast of gray scale images two bars of
red LEDs (BDBL-R82/16H) have been used. We
have taken two types of shots, first the cutting

heads which include all the visible inserts (Figure
1 on the right) and secondly capturing just the in-
serts under an uniform background (Figure 2 left).
In this work, only the last set is considered.

Figure 1: (left) Head Tool. (right) Detail of a head
tool with several inserts.

After that, the inserts were segmented manually,
getting rid of the background of the image (see
Figure 2, middle). Once the foreground is isolated,
we proceeded also to define the wear area which
defines our region of interest (ROI). A mask of
this ROI was created (Figure 2 right) making up
the ground truth.

Figure 2: Captured (left), isolated (middle) and
ground truth (right) of an insert.

The dataset contains 53 images of different in-
serts. Since an insert has 4 cutting edges, one
in each side of the square, a total of 212 edges
(53× 4) were acquired and segmented. This crop
was performed automatically. One edge and its
corresponding ground truth can be seen in Figure
3.

Figure 3: Edge (top) and its ground thruth (bot-
tom).

One of the most important problem encountered
during the capture and segmentation was the light
reflection on inserts. In order to avoid metal re-
flections, an exhaustive study of the best position
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of the LEDs was performed, demostrating that in
this case, the use of polarized filters would not
have improved the captures.

3 Segmentation algorithms

We have used two clustering algorithms for seg-
mentation, k-Means and Mean Shift. Since back-
ground was segmented manually and the colour of
the edges is quite uniform, we believe they are the
most effective for this problem [4]. Other algo-
rithms such as thresholding or watershed are not
appropriate for this problem because in real appli-
cations the inserts are over the head tool which has
the same color as the insert and therefore there is
not contrast.

3.1 K-Means

K-Means is a data mining method based on clus-
tering that can be use for image segmentation.
The algorithm accepts two inputs, the data and
the number of clusters “K”. K in a vision prob-
lem is the number of regions in which we divide
the image. The output is K clusters with input
data partitioned among them. We tested different
values for K, being K = 4 the best value which
represents three regions: background, insert body
and edge wear. The aim is to group items into K
clusters in order that all items in same cluster are
as similar among them as possible and items that
are not in same cluster are as different as possible.
We use distance measures to calculate similarity
and dissimilarity.

We want to minimize the intra-cluster and max-
imize inter-cluster distance as represented in the
Figure 4.

Figure 4: kMeans representation. Dots with the
same colour belong to the same cluster.

3.1.1 K-Means algorithm

K-Means algorithm is composed of the following
steps:

1. First, randomly choose k items (points of im-
age) as initial centroids. Each cluster has a
centroid that is the most representative item

of the cluster (typically the center of a clus-
ter).

2. For each point, find the nearest centroid and
assign the point to the cluster associated with
the nearest centroid.

3. Update the centroid of each cluster based on
the items in that cluster. Typically, the new
centroid will be the average of all points in
the cluster.

4. Repeat 2 and 3 until there are no changes in
the clustering.

3.2 Mean Shift

Mean Shift is a powerful and versatile non para-
metric segmentation algorithm, which does not re-
quire prior knowledge of the number of clusters,
and does not constrain the shape of the cluster. It
was originally presented in 1975 by Fukunaga and
Hostetler [3]. Mean shift considers feature space
as an empirical probability density function. If the
input is a set of points then Mean Shift considers
them as a sample from the underlying probability
density function. If dense regions (or clusters) are
present in the feature space, then they correspond
to the mode (or local maxima) of the probability
density function. We can also identify clusters as-
sociated with the given mode using Mean Shift.
Mean Shift associates each data point with the
nearby peak of the datasets probability density
function. For each data point, Mean shift defines
a window around it (we use a 10 pixel window)
and computes the mean of the data point. Then it
shifts the center of the window to the mean and re-
peats the algorithm until it converges. After each
iteration, we can consider that the window shifts
to a denser region of the dataset.

3.2.1 Mean Shift algorithm

The algorithm of mean shift is detailed in the fol-
lowing steps:

1. Fix a window around each data point.

2. Compute the mean of data within the win-
dow.

3. Shift the window to the mean and repeat until
convergence.

4 Experiment and results

In order to evaluate the accuracy of segmentation,
we created the ground truth described in section
2. This labelled wear pixels of the edges are use-
ful to compare with the automatic segmentation
provided with k-Means and Mean Shift.
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In this work we will perform the experiments with
the set of images with segmented background (Fig-
ure 3, top). We apply k-Means and Mean Shift as
described in the previous section. In Figure 5 we
show several edges, the ground truth of the wear
edge, the segmentation with k-Means and the seg-
mentation with Mean Shift.

Figure 5: (top left) Original edge used for the ex-
periment. (top right) Ground truth of the edge
wear. (bottom left) k-Means segmentation. (bot-
tom right) Mean Shift segmentation.

How can we distinguish the worn region? Seg-
mentation is not accurate and gives several re-
gions. One way to distinguish them is assuming
that the largest region belongs to the background,
the second largest to the body of the insert, and
the rest should belong to the wear area. Conse-
quently, we create a binary image putting wear
area to white (0) and the rest to black (1). Now
we have two binary images, one automatically seg-
mented with the proposed method and the manual
ground truth segmented by an expert to compare
with. Applying a bitwise AND operation on the
two images, we can get the common pixels. After
that, we calculate Dice coefficient [1] following the
equation (1).

QS =
2C

A+B
(1)

where C are the number of common pixeles be-
tween the segmented output and the ground truth,
A and B are the number of white pixels (wear
area) of the ground truth image and the seg-
mented output respectively.

For the implementation we have used OpenCV
kMeans and Meanshift functions (with GPU) with
different parameters as shown below.

On the one hand, for k-Means we looked for the
optimal number of clusters, the k parameter of
k-Means. In Figure 6, QS in relation with the k
value is shown. The best result is achieved for
k = 4 with a QS = 0, 4622. This situation corre-
sponds with the three regions: background, insert
and wear as mentioned.

Figure 6: QS of kMeans for different k values

On the other hand, for Mean Shift we looked for
the number of iterations and the segment size pa-
rameters. Figure 7 presents the results for dif-
ferent number of iterations and a minimum seg-
ment size of 10 pixels, demostrating that using
only one iteration outperforms the rest with a
QS = 0, 5923. In Figure 8 we show the results
with one iteration for different minimum sizes of
the segment. The best result is achieved for a size
equals to 10 pixels.

Figure 7: QS of Mean Shift for n iterations

Figure 8: QS of Mean Shift for Minimum Segment
Size

Therefore, Mean Shift proved to be more suitable
for this problem than k-Means.

Moreover, we want to show the performance of
Mean Shift depending on the level of the wear
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(low, medium or high wear) (see Table 10). As
we can observe, the performance improves when
the area of the wear increases. It is easier to seg-
ment highly worn inserts.

Wear no. Elements QS
Low 45 0,4582
Medium 124 0,6083
High 42 0,6831
Total 212 0,5923

Figure 9: QS Performance for different wear levels
with Mean Shift.

Similarly, the performance for kMeans depending
on the level of the wear.

Wear no. Elements QS
Low 45 0,3319
Medium 124 0,4796
High 42 0,5483
Total 212 0,4622

Figure 10: QS Performance for different wear lev-
els with kMeans.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a recent concern
of companies that work with milling machines re-
lated with the measuring of tool wear of cutting
inserts. We have proposed a method to segment
wear of edges inserts in a black background. The
segmentation was carried out with two well known
methods: k-Means and Mean Shift. QS measure
was used to compute the accuracy of the segmen-
tation in comparison with an expert manual seg-
mentation. Different parameters such as the num-
ber of clusters in k-means and the number of itera-
tions and the minimum segmentation size in Mean
Shift were studied.

Clearly, Mean Shift offers the best segmentation
approach with one iteration and minimum seg-
ment size of 10 pixels, achieving a QS = 0, 5923
which seems to be quite satisfactory. Besides, we
have studied the effect of the level of wear in the
accuracy of the segmentation. We can confirm
that edges with a bigger area of wear are better
segmented obtaining a QS equals to 0.6831. We
should highlight that the results are highly depen-
dent on a correct ground truth segmentation.

In the future, we plan to extend this work for edges
with a non segmented background and later on to
segment directly from a general image of the tool.
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